For 2020, the NSPCB will produce a calendar focusing on the bridge builders with existing examples of their work. The following list represents the 13 states and craftsmen to be included.

We are seeking current and historic digital images of these bridges for consideration. Submissions covering multiple seasons would be greatly appreciated. If public domain photographs of these builders are available, we would like to include them as well. Information about the builders is also desired.

Each month will feature a current and historic photo of the bridge plus photo of the builder if available. Captions will include brief biographical information about the builder.

The committee will attempt to include the works of as many different photographers as possible. All submissions must be received by February 28, 2019. Images and other information can be emailed to nspcb@yahoo.com or sent on CD to Bill Caswell, 535 2nd NH Tpke, Hillsboro, NH 03244.

**California**
Galen Clark......................Wawona Bridge (05-22-01)..........Built 1878

**Illinois**
Jacob Allaman ..............Allaman or Eames Bridge (13-36-01)..............Built 1865

**Indiana**
Kennedy Family bridges (many to choose from). Possible candidates include:

- Westport Bridge (14-16-01) .............................................Built 1880
- Longwood Bridge (14-21-01)............................................Built 1884
- Richland Creek or Plummer Bridge (14-28-01) .................Built 1883
- Crown Point or Milroy Bridge (14-45-01).........................Built 1878
- Smith or Ewbank Bridge (14-70-01).................................Built 1877
- Offutt's Ford Bridge (14-70-02)........................................Built 1884
- Forsythe Mill Bridge (14-70-04)......................................Built 1888
- Norris Ford Bridge (14-70-08)......................................Built 1916
Iowa

Harvey Jones and/or George Foster – Hogback (15-61-04), Holliwell (15-61-05) or Roseman Bridges (15-61-07)

Maine

Hiram York .....................Sunday River Bridge (19-09-04). Built 1872

Michigan

Joshua Ackley .................Ackley / Greenfield Village Bridge (22-82-01) ..... Built 1832

New Hampshire

Charles Babbitt..................Columbia (29-04-07) or Mount Orne Bridges (29-04-08)

New York

John Davidson...............Beaverkill (32-53-02) or Van Tran Flat Bridges (32-53-03)

Ohio

Robert W. Smith.............North Pole Road (35-08-23) or Brown Bridge (35-08-04)
Feel free to suggest any other Ohio covered bridge built by the Smith Bridge Company. Preferably those with Smith trusses.

Pennsylvania

David Stoner....................Sach’s Bridge (38-01-01) ............Built 1854

South Carolina

Charles Irwin Willis...........Campbell Bridge (40-23-02) .......Built 1909

Vermont

Jewett Brothers ..........Comstock (45-06-04), Hutchins (45-06-07) or West Hill Bridges (45-06-09)

West Virginia

E.P. & A.P. Smith ..........Indian Creek Bridge (48-32-02). Built 1903